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houses in Europe and the United
States.

The Ravages of COVID-19

The economic shutdown has
thrown a spotlight on the fragility of
what is called “globalization.” In
the U.S., around 40 million jobs
were lost in three months; the central banks pumped an unbelievable
amount, over $20 trillion, into the
financial system, and various govEven if most people cannot
ernment support programs could
imagine that a new Dark Age can
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just barely cover up the time-bombs
occur, it is absolutely true that
still ticking until the expiry of the
unless we, in the very short term,
short-work programs. The IMF currently expects global
implement a New Bretton Woods system, exactly as
production to decline by 4.9% this year, and only China
Franklin D. Roosevelt had intended it, to create an inis expected to have an increase in production of 2%,
strument for forcefully overcoming the underdevelopwhich is much less than it used to be, but nevertheless it
ment of the so-called developing sector, the current oriis growing.
entation of the world towards ever more conflicts, both
Sectors such as air traffic, catering, tourism, the car
internal conflict in many states, but also conflict at a
industry, have suffered massive declines, some of them
strategic level, threatens to escalate into a Third World
long-term, but also a large number of medium-sized
War which, because of the existence of thermonuclear
companies fear they will not survive a second wave and
weapons, would mean the annihilation of the human
another economic lockdown. The result would be a
species—the “great kill,” even if it is meant in a slightly
huge additional increase in unemployment, poverty,
different way than we just heard Lyndon LaRouche
and price deflation, while at the same time the central
talking about it in the video clip just played.
banks’ liquidity pumping is creating hyperinflationary
Although it is absolutely astounding how many misbubbles. Bail-outs of large international corporations
guided people still believe that the COVID-19 panand banks, as well as politically explosive bail-ins
demic is either no worse than the flu or a just conspiracy
would be further desperate options for governments to
of Bill Gates, the much more likely perspective is unimplement. But such measures could not prevent a colfortunately what epidemiologist Dr. Michael Osterlapse of the global financial system. A plunge into chaos
holm has said: namely, that we still have an incredibly
and anarchy would follow.
long journey ahead of us.
In the meantime, a continuation of the current policy
Until now, 10 million people have been infected, half
will not only lead to increased death rates as a result of
a million have died from COVID-19, and we have still
the pandemic, but will do absolutely nothing to counter
not reached the peak of the first wave. The almost nonthe hunger catastrophe, of which David Beasley of the
existent health systems of many developing countries
World Food Program is warning, that it will soon take
are already hopelessly overstretched. The pandemic has
the lives of 300,000 people a day.
ruthlessly exposed the fact that the neo-liberal economic
Whoever may have thought that a dark age could be
system not only depends on cheap production in the soruled out in our modern times, is in for a reality shock.
called Third World, but has even created slave-labor
And last but not least, the hedonism acted out by demconditions in the United States and Europe, as can be
onstrators who confuse liberties with freedom, is remiseen in the outbreak of the virus in the many slaughterJuly 3, 2020
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niscent of the flagellants and the descriptions of the
14th century as found in the writings of Boccaccio, and
the paintings of Brueghel.

The Ravages of the Coup Against
President Trump

Against this background, it is to be expected that the
attempt, originally instigated by the British secret services, to oust President Donald Trump from office by a
coup, impeachment or assassination—such was the
headline of the British publication, The Spectator, on
Jan. 21, 2017—or by a “Maidan” coup, as President
Putin warned in 2016, these will intensify.
The instrumentalization of the outrage resulting from
the murder of George Floyd, by violent groups funded
by George Soros, is part of this campaign. The reason for
the relentless hostility of the neo-liberal establishment
and the mainstream media on both sides of the Atlantic
against Trump after what, for them, was his unexpected
election victory, was, and still is, the intention he expressed at the beginning of his term, to establish good
relations with Russia and a good relationship with China.
And of course, Trump’s promise to end the “endless
wars” of his predecessors, to bring U.S. troops home.
What followed was a three-and-a-half-year witch
hunt against Trump. The war cry “Russia, Russia,
Russia,” based on grounds for which not the least shred
of evidence exists, was followed by an attempt at an
impeachment, followed by the no less malicious war
cry “China, China, China,” although there is just as
little substance to the charges against China as there
was for Russiagate.
During all that time, the representatives of the neoliberal system have not for one second been ready to
consider that it was the brutal consequences of their
own policies for the majority of the population worldwide, that had triggered the global wave of social protest, which included the Brexit and Trump’s victory, as
well as the mass protests worldwide, from Chile to the
Yellow Vests in France. But this establishment is never
interested in discovering the truth, only in controlling
the official political narrative, in compliance with Pompeo’s principle, as he explained in his speech in Texas:
“I was the CIA director. We lied, we cheated, we stole
... we had entire training courses for that.”

Geopoliticians Direct NATO Against China

NATO’s official narrative about Russia’s allegedly
increasing aggressiveness, which accuses Russia of
“redrawing Europe’s borders by force,” fails to mention
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the broken promises made to Gorbachov that NATO
would never extend its borders all the way to Russia’s
borders; or the color revolutions, which can be described as acts of war; or the coup in Kiev with the open
support of Victoria Nuland, which triggered the referendum in Crimea in reaction.
China’s “crime” is not only that it has lifted 850 million of its own citizens out of poverty, and has become,
with an economic policy based on scientific and technological progress and a population of 1.4 billion
people, the second most powerful economic nation, and
in some technological areas, such as high-speed rail
systems, nuclear fusion, aspects of space exploration
and 5G telecommunications, already the number one.
In addition, China’s offer for cooperation on the New
Silk Road, and the Belt and Road Initiative, is the first
real opportunity for the developing countries since the
time of colonialism, to overcome poverty and underdevelopment by building infrastructure.
NATO’s response to China’s regaining its role as a
leading nation in the world, a role it played during many
centuries of its 5,000-year history, has been expansion
into the Indo-Pacific region. This is the stuff of which
world wars can be made. And yet, that is exactly the
direction that NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg has indicated in his outline for “NATO 2030,”
which he just presented in a video conference with the
Atlantic Council and the German Marshall Fund.
German Defense Minister Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer took part in another webinar last Wednesday
with Anna Wieslander, director of the Atlantic Council
for Northern Europe, who, in opening the event, quoted
Lord Ismay, NATO’s first secretary general, who said
that the purpose of NATO is “to keep the Russians out,
the Americans in, and the Germans down.” But AKK
(as she is nicknamed) did not even seemingly realize
the insult in these remarks.
The geopolitical scenario of a globalized NATO,
openly designed to instrumentalize NATO for the purposes of the British Empire (based on the Commonwealth), would also rope the EU into playing the same
role, and is also aimed to position India against China.
This must be totally rejected by all those who have an
interest in maintaining world peace.

A Truthful Prehistory of World War II

President Putin has just written, on the occasion of
the 75th anniversary of the end of World War II, a striking article on the pre-history of the Second World War
and the course of that war, and has called on all nations
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to publish all the up-to-now classified historical documents from that time, so that by studying the causes of
the greatest catastrophe in the history of mankind up to
that point, the lessons will be learned for avoiding an
even greater catastrophe today.
Putin writes in a very personal tone; he speaks of the
suffering of his own family, of the immense importance
June 22nd has for the Russian population, the day on
which “life almost comes to a halt,” and why May 9th,
the anniversary of the Victory in the Great Patriotic War
in which 27 million Russians lost their lives, is Russia’s
most important holiday.
But the indirect message is also that just as the Soviet
Union defeated Hitler’s Germany with a gigantic effort,
the Russian people will never surrender to renewed
threats. Just as Napoleon was led through a long line of
defense into the inhospitable Russian winter, and his
army was finally as good as wiped out, the evacuation of
the people and industrial capacity to the east from 1941
on, allowed the Soviet Union to surpass the military production of the Nazis in only one and a half years.
But also the short-sightedness of the Versailles dictate, the support for Hitler from members of the aristocracy and the Establishment on both sides of the Atlantic, and above all the Munich Pact, which is simply
called in Russia the “Munich betrayal” or “Munich
conspiracy,” is considered the real trigger for the
Second World War. Because it was there, where not
only the appeasement of Hitler, but also the joint divvying up of the booty took place, as well as the ice-cold
geopolitical calculation, that focussing Hitler’s Germany on the East would inevitably lead Germany and
the Soviet Union to tear each other to pieces.

A Summit of the World’s Greatest Powers

What does Putin say is the main message of the
study of the Second World War for today? The failure to
take up the task of creating a collective security system
that could have prevented this war is the most important
thing! Putin’s article ends with an urgent reminder of
the summit of heads of state of the five permanent members of the UN Security Council, which he has been
proposing since January, and which should precisely
address these principles of how to maintain world peace
and overcome the world economic crisis.
The most important aspect of that, is that this format
will put the United States, Russia, and China around the
same table to negotiate the principles that must be the
basis of international policy if mankind is to avoid
wiping itself out!
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Yesterday after a long phone call between Putin and
French President Emmanuel Macron, Macron said that
he stands for a Europe from Lisbon to Vladivostok,
which opens not only the perspective of an integration
of the European Union, the Eurasian Economic Union,
and the Belt and Road Initiative, but also the establishment of a common security architecture based on
common economic interests.
However, if we are to meet the gigantic challenges
of the pandemic, the global economic crisis, and the
profound social shocks that have destroyed the trust of
large parts of the population in their institutions in many
countries around the world, further steps are necessary.
Obviously, cooperation between the United States and
China, as the two largest economies, is indispensable.
Even if this currently appears to be an insurmountable
hurdle, the extremely tense relationship between the
United States and China must be replaced by cooperation on the common aims of mankind.
Who, if not the governments of the strongest economies, the countries with the largest populations and the
greatest military potential, should solve the problems?
The Boltons must be removed from these governments
and replaced by responsible people who are able to find,
in the cultural phases of their respective cultures, the
starting points for cooperation on a higher level. Benjamin
Franklin’s admiration for Confucian philosophy and Sun
Yat-sen’s orientation to the ideals of the American Republic are better advisors than Gene Sharp’s How to Start
a Revolution or Samuel Huntington’s various scribblings.
One has to define a plane on which the solutions for
these quite disparate problems become visible. There is
one philosopher, born in the 15th century, known in
Russia as Nikolai Kusansky, Nikolaus of Cusa, who developed exactly that method of thinking: the coincidence of opposites, coincidentia oppositorum. This
concept expresses the fundamental quality of human
creativity, which is able time and time again, and at increasingly more developed levels, to find solutions on a
higher plane, where the conflicts that have arisen on the
lower levels, are dissolved.

LaRouche’s Contributions to
Global Economic Development

This solution can only be the immediate implementation of a credit system, that provides the global economy with credit for industrialization, and thus the real
development, of all nations on this planet. The entire
life’s work of my late husband, Lyndon LaRouche, was
primarily devoted to achieving this goal. He drew up
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his first plan for the industrialization of Africa in 1976,
the Oasis Plan for the industrialization of the Middle
East in 1975; then followed the 40-Year Plan for India
in collaboration with Indira Gandhi, Operation Juárez
with then Mexican President José López Portillo for
Latin America; a 50-year development plan for the
Basin of the Indian and Pacific Oceans; and then finally,
after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Eurasian
Land-Bridge, as a peace plan for the 21st century.
Many of these projects—all coherent with the idea
of the World Land-Bridge—are being implemented
today thanks to China’s New Silk Road, and all nations
of the world are called upon to contribute to this World
Land-Bridge! This is the blueprint for the creation of
the 1.5 billion jobs that are necessary today to overcome the crisis! It should begin with the establishment
of a modern health system in every single country, in
order to combat the current and future pandemics. This
step will not only benefit poor countries, but also the socalled developed countries, both of which can only
avoid new waves of infections in this way. Most countries have a large number of unemployed or poorly em-

ployed youth, who can be trained as medical personnel
and deployed to build up such health centers.
When millions of people are threatened with starvation, as the World Food Program warns, why can farmers not double their food production and be paid a parity
price that guarantees their existence, including with
regard to the expected increase in the world’s population to over nine billion by 2050? Can we not consider
ourselves as one single human species, and help to
build mankind’s common construction sites with the
same solidarity that the entire Chinese population
helped the people in Wuhan and the province of Hubei?
Is it not time that we stopped wasting trillions on military build-ups—as President Trump said he would soon
take up, together with Putin and Xi Jinping—when we
could use those resources to overcome hunger, disease
and poverty, and to develop the creative potential of the
current and future generations?
I think it is time for us, as mankind, faced with an
unprecedented disaster, to take the qualitative step of
making the 21st century the first truly human century!
Thank you very much.

Dr. Jin Zhongxia

The Fundamentals of East-West Philosophic Relations
Dr. Jin is the Executive Director
for China, at the IMF (Washington,
D.C.). He gave this presentation to
the Schiller Institute International
Conference, on June 27, 2020, “Will
Humanity Prosper, or Perish? The
Future Demands a Four-Power
Summit Now,” on Panel 1: “Instead
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the IMF at negative 4.9 percent this
year.
In the following discussion,
some of my observations and comments are kind of thought in research and of academic by nature, I
will speak in my personal capacity
only.
Global challenge should be handled globally with a multilateral approach. No country will be safe
until every country is safe.
I would like to thank Schiller InWhen we start to discuss the
Schiller Institute
Dr. Jin Zhongxia
stitute for the invitation to attend
multilateral approach in dealing
this important conference. And also
with the pandemic and the global
thank Madame Helga for her excellent keynote speech.
crisis, I recognize that there is a debate on the value of
The year 2020 is a very special and challenging
multilateralism and multilateral institutions. Some
year. The trade war, the eruption and spread of the
people are talking about economic decoupling, a cold
coronavirus, the riots in the U.S., world economic rewar, and even a conflict of civilizations. Since I am Chicession, and escalated geopolitical tensions, I just
nese, I ask myself: Is there any fundamental conflict
name a few major ones. Global growth is projected by
between civilizations in the East and West?
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